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Summary

In recent decades, agriculture is challenged to develop strategies for sustainability which conserve non-renewable natural resources such as soil. Soil improving conservation systems aim at improving soil functions and at the same time ensuring high productivity. Such soil management systems have to be adapted to climate and soil specific conditions, and may include reduced tillage, balanced crop rotation, restitution of crop residues, cover crops, and appropriate timing of field operations. Changes in soil functions have huge impacts on environmental flows like hydrology, crop production, solute transfer, and CO₂ emission at macroscale. Soil structure is considered as one of the key factors for soil functioning. The effect of different land management on soil structure and consequently on soil hydrodynamics is not fully understood and still under investigation.

The main aim of this thesis was to evaluate the effect of crop residue management on soil structure by measuring soil hydraulic properties in pedon and core scale. The agronomic context was different crop residue management in a reduced tillage system. The experimental field is named as Solresidus located in Gembloux, Belgium. Since 2008, the field has been under conservation system. Different residue management includes reduced tillage with incorporation of crop residues (RT-in) and without incorporation (RT-out). A large part of this thesis was methodological development to obtain accurate results from experimentations. Many studies have been made and documented in literature to develop indirect methods to predict soil hydrology from soil water retention curve (SWRC). There is no measuring device available which can determine the SWRC over the entire soil moisture range. Therefore, one of the methodological developments was to obtain complete SWRC by combining three different methods in core scale: X-ray computed microtomography (X-ray CT), HYPROP evaporation and Richards pressure plate method to obtain the entire SWRC. The combination of these methods found well justified to obtain the accurate and complete SWRC. Saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks), specific connectivity (SC) of soil pores and bulk density of the soil were also measured in core scale. There were soil moisture sensors (capacitance sensors) in the field to observe the soil moisture dynamics in pedon scale. Another important methodological development was to obtain the calibration results with the moisture sensor according to the soil texture and horizons. Calibration results found quite satisfying to get the accurate moisture content of the field; it was also noticed that it could be over estimation of soil moisture without the calibration. Significantly, average higher moisture content was observed by the moisture sensors in RT-in than RT-out during the canopy formation to harvest of winter wheat in 2014. The SWRCs also showed that plant available water content was higher in RT-in than RT-out. SC of soil pores was also significantly higher at the surface soil of RT-in than RT-out. RT-in found to have significant positive effects on soil structure by reducing bulk density, increasing SC, Ks and retention of soil moisture during the observation period of this study. Crop yield was marginally higher and organic matter content was significantly higher in RT-in than RT-out (results from close collaboration). Therefore, reduced tillage with residues incorporation found to have better soil hydraulics together with better crop yield than reduced tillage without incorporation of crop residues.